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MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH
Live Performance

Number & Place Value

Adding and subtracting numbers in the context
of money and contextual problems.

The children are introduced to the main idea
of the unit: that they will design a product for
a younger child, based around a book, and
pitch their idea to an audience (the buyer of
the product, e.g. a teacher). As a class, they
write a questionnaire to research the requirements for the product. They focus on
the type of language required for their pitch
as well as the skills needed to be a good presenter. After some teacher modelling, they
write their own pitches and catalogue descriptions for their product

Geometry

Poetry

Place value in decimals,
including multiplying and
dividing by 10 and 100.
Fractions
Multiplying and converting fractions; and on
short and long multiplication of whole numbers.
Addition & Subtraction

The children explore narrative poems, focusPlotting, reflecting and translating shapes on
coordinate grids; and on extending understand- ing in depth on the work of two poets. They
give personal responses to the poems and
ing of properties of 2D and 3D shapes.
use performance skills to bring the patterns
of the poems to life for an audience. They
compare poems, clarify unfamiliar vocabulary
ART
and identify patterns of poetic language.
This Ancient Egypt unit will teach your child
They plan and write a prose story ‘prequel’
about how to use a pencil, pen and charcoal,
for a narrative poem, learning how to intehow to make clay models,model in paper and
grate dialogue.
papier mache to create quality art work that
shows progression in their skills. Your child will Grammar
also have the opportunity to explore the work
Relative Clauses
of Leger, Hockney and a photograph taken by
Spoken and Written Languages
Man Ray.

SCIENCE & HUMANITIES
SCIENCE: Animals including Humans focuses on the changes that human beings experience as
they develop to old age. Children will learn about the life cycle of a human being. They will investigate the development of babies and compare the gestation period of humans and other
animals. The final investigation will be about the changes to the body as humans get older, as
well as comparing the life expectancy of different animals.
HUMANITIES: We will be continuing with the topic ‘Are we damaging our World?’

COMPUTING
Animation on Scratch - This half term we focus
on improving our programming skills and computational thinking by revisiting Scratch. Students will take part in an online project and be
able to learn about main programming construct, as well as practice them using the block
based visual programming language.

PE


Using hand-eye co-ordination to strike a
ball using racket/bat



Techniques in fielding (Receiving,
throwing/ catching).



Understanding basic game rules for
cricket/rounders

ISLAMIC STUDIES





Improving Myself in Ramadan
The Rules of Fasting
Taraweeh Prayer and
the Last Ten Nights
How to Act during Eid
Celebrations

QURAN




URDU










Morning, afternoon, evening, night.
Sahoor and Iftar time.
breakfast, lunch, dinner
how many days in a week
what time is it?
Past, present, future tense.
last week, last month, last year
what day? next week/month/year.
Comprehension activities related to the
topic

PSHE
This unit entitled TEAM (Together Everyone
Achieves More) focuses on the positive qualities of a team, learning how to disagree respectfully and communicate effectively. It
looks at the key qualities and skills needed for
a team to be successful.



Memorisation: Surah at-Takwir
(completion) & Surah Abasa
Revision: Previous surahs
Recitation: continue reading from surah
al-Baqarah page 43 onwards.
Tajweed Rules: Ikhfaa and Iqlaab

ARABIC
- Festivals and traditions: - to talk about the
Eid , different ways to celebrate Eid. Related
grammar : using plural
- Countries and Capitals : -name different
countries and talk about Capitals - grammar
related : past
- My country : Descriping original my country.
Famous places in my country
- Holiday: talk about a holiday experience planning holiday in
summer
Grammar : past and future tense tense.

